
Clients Include:

How Azure PaaS and IaaS can help your business

Azure PaaS and 
IaaS Services 

• Move your apps to the 
cloud and scale at the 
touch of a button

• Migrate your IT 
infrastructure for 
dramatic cost savings

• Leverage cloud features 
such as Analytics, AI, 
and Cognitive Services

• Implement security, 
backup, and DR 
solutions 

REQUEST A 
CONSULTATION

 

Call 866-968-5528 or email 
consulting@wintellect.com

            Microsoft Azure PaaS and IaaS

New capabilities and services.  Leverage the built in capabil-
ities and services of the cloud, such as serverless computing, 
AI, data and analytics, auto-scaling, and much, much more.
Eliminate capital expenses and lower ongoing costs.  Elim-
inate the expense of setting up and managing an on-site 
datacenter or using third party hosting services.
Focus on your core business. Free your management team 
to focus on your organization’s core business strategy rather 
than on IT operations and infrastructure.
Faster development and time to market. Cut the time it 
takes to develop new apps with pre-coded application com-
ponents built into the platform, such as directory services and 
security features, and leverage Azure’s DevOps capabilities.
Improved business continuity, DR, and security.  Leverage 
Azure’s built-in security, backup, and disaster recovery services.

Featured Wintellect Azure PaaS and IaaS Customers

Companies across all industries are facing intense pressures to 
compete on cost, agility, and scale. Moving your applications and 
infrastructure to the cloud will lower your costs dramatically, make 
you much more nimble - and enable you to focus precious resources 
on your core business strategy rather than on IT operations.
With Wintellect, a Microsoft Gold Cloud partner, and the Azure cloud, 
you get the expertise you need to build and deploy wherever you 
want, using the tools, applications, and frameworks of your choice.

Move your apps and infrastructure to the 
cloud to compete in the modern economy

WWW.WINTELLECT.COM  |  INFO@WINTELLECT.COM  |  865-966-5528

“Simply put, Wintellect rocks! True professionals delivering professional results.” 
-- Ed Sieja, Software Architect, Intergraph Corporation


